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5. Pennsylvania’s Rail Service and Investment Program (RSIP)
Introduction
This chapter of the 2015 Pennsylvania State Rail Plan (SRP) presents the Rail Service and Investment
Program (RSIP), describes the improvements and investments planned over the short and long-term
timeframes (defined respectively as 2015 to 2019 and 2020 to 2040), and outlines the capital investment
plan required to implement them. These proposed projects address intercity passenger and freight rail needs
identified in Chapters 3 and 4 and have been evaluated using the objectives that support Pennsylvania’s rail
vision and goals. Estimated public and private benefits and costs of the RSIP are described in Sections 5.4
through 5.8 of this chapter.
Pennsylvania’s freight railroads, passenger rail operators, and state, regional, and local transportation
planners have developed plans for the next five years that focus first and foremost on maintaining the
state’s rail system in good repair. Addressing investments deferred in past years, improving the efficiency
of operations, and making the system safer for rail and other modes of transportation are priorities that are
reflected in the lists of projects to be initiated and completed between 2015 and 2019.
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North Shore Railroad
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In keeping passenger and freight rail systems in a state of good repair, these modes will continue to
provide economically and socially important travel and transport options to the people and businesses of
Pennsylvania and to national and international visitors and shippers.
Details of freight railroad projects were obtained, where available, but the freight rail element of the report
is based on freight rail project submissions received from less than half of all private railroads operating in
the state.
Short-term passenger and freight rail needs in Pennsylvania comprise 417 projects (192 SEPTA and Amtrak
passenger rail projects and 225 freight rail projects), of which 68 percent are State of Good Repair projects
designed to maintain the existing condition of rail networks in the state and another 31 percent are system
enhancements and safety improvements to the existing rail networks in the state (the remaining 1 percent
are expansion projects). These short-term projects are to be initiated and completed (or largely completed)
before 2020, and will require an estimated $3.9 billion (in Year of Expenditure (YOE) adjusted dollars) in
funding from a variety of private and public sources (federal, state, regional, and local).
In the long-term between 2020 and 2040, investments in Pennsylvania’s passenger and freight rail systems
will continue to prioritize state of good repair, but system enhancements of existing infrastructure and
operations will receive higher levels of investment too, as will projects to ensure the safety and security of
rail users and operators. In addition to ongoing commitments to maintain and enhance Pennsylvania’s rail
networks, both passenger and freight rail systems will benefit from planned service expansions to increase
ridership and meet higher market demand for rail transportation.
Projects identified for the state’s passenger and freight rail networks in the long-term, from 2020 to 2040,
include 114 projects (38 passenger and 76 freight rail), of which 43 are State of Good Repair projects, 56 are
system enhancements, and 11 are safety improvement projects. An additional four are expansion projects to
add segments and capacity to the systems.
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Because current plans indicate these projects will be undertaken five to twenty five years from the present,
estimates of their costs are more abstract and some projects’ costs remain to be determined. At a minimum,
these long-term projects will require $1.9 billion (in 2015 dollars) in funding for passenger rail projects and
$1.5 billion (in 2015 dollars) in funding for freight rail projects from a combination of private companies
and public sources.
This RSIP also identifies vision projects which have not proceeded far enough into the planning process to
definitively place them within the 2020 to 2040 timeframe. These projects will require further study in the
coming years and it is possible they will progress to implementation sooner than expected. Whatever the
ultimate timing of their implementation, it is important to include them in this SRP because they illustrate
the types of system enhancements and expansions that planners and rail operators believe will provide
better mobility and accessibility for people and goods in Pennsylvania in the future. A more detailed
discussion of these vision projects and maps indicating their locations in the state is found in Section 5.7 of
this chapter of Pennsylvania’s SRP.

5.1 Vision
The 2015 Pennsylvania SRP reflects the state’s vision for freight and passenger rail transportation
documented in key recent efforts to plan an effective and comprehensive multimodal transportation system
throughout Pennsylvania. Recent efforts include the 2010 Pennsylvania Intercity Passenger and Freight
Rail Plan and the ongoing PA On Track initiative, including its Comprehensive Freight Movement Plan.
The SRP vision builds on these initiatives and adapts them to changing demographic, economic, social, and
technological conditions.
PA On Track’s vision for the future of transportation in Pennsylvania is simple and direct:
“Deliver a quality transportation system to support the economy and lifestyles of current and
future Pennsylvanians.”
Consistent with that broad transportation vision is Pennsylvania’s vision for its rail systems which reflects
an emphasis on quality and meeting the needs of the state’s citizens:
“Pennsylvania’s rail system will provide safe, convenient, reliable, cost-effective connections for
people and goods. As a viable alternative to other modes, it will support economic competitiveness,
smart growth, and environmental sustainability, thereby strengthening Pennsylvania’s 			
communities.”1
PA On Track identifies four key goal areas – System Preservation, Safety, Personal and Freight Mobility, and
Stewardship – that guide planning efforts for all transportation modes in the Commonwealth. PA On Track
goal areas are supported by eight specific SRP goals:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1

Bring the priority rail system to a state of good repair and maintain it
Develop an integrated rail system
Support the future needs of residents and businesses
Enhance the quality of life in Pennsylvania
Assure personal safety and infrastructure security
Support energy efficiency and environmental sustainability
Identify stable and predictable funding
Build public support for rail system services and assets
Pennsylvania Intercity Passenger and Freight Rail Plan, February 2010, page 2. Accessed at ftp://ftp.dot.state.pa.us/public/bureaus/railfreight/
PARailPlanAppend2/PARailPlanlowres.pdf.
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Objectives for each one of these eight goals provide more detail about how they are to be achieved and are
listed in Chapter 1.
Implementation of this vision is based upon two components: projects that can be initiated and completed
(or largely completed) within five years and those that will be initiated in the twenty-year period starting in
2020. Longer-term and conceptual projects which have not advanced enough to be placed in either of these
time frames are included in a separate vision projects list.
Projects are categorized in the RSIP using four principle categories:
State of Good Repair
2. System Enhancements
3. Expansion Projects
4. Safety Improvements
The SRP uses three principal strategies for addressing rail system needs:
1.

1.
2.
3.

To maintain Pennsylvania’s existing rail system = State of Good Repair projects
To develop a better state rail system = with system enhancements and safety improvements
To create the best state rail system possible = with expansion projects

5.2 Program Coordination
To develop the SRP and its RSIP extensive document review and key stakeholder interview processes were
initiated and completed. These helped ensure consistency with other state policies and programs and multistate planning efforts in which Pennsylvania railroads and planners have been involved.
State Rail Plans from all of Pennsylvania’s neighboring states were reviewed:
New Jersey State Rail Plan, Final Report, April 2015
2. Delaware State Rail Plan, Final Report, April 2011
3. Maryland State Rail Plan (currently in draft form in June 2015, under review by FRA)
4. West Virginia State Rail Plan, Final Report, December 2013
5. Ohio Statewide Rail Plan, Final Report, May 2010
6. New York State Rail Plan, Final Report, 2009
Reviewing these plans helped identify multi-state projects that include segments in Pennsylvania and in one
or more other states. Also reviewed were state rail plans developed for Minnesota and Wyoming, the latter
being the first State Rail Plan formally approved by the FRA under new 2013 guidance.
1.

1.
2.

Minnesota GO: A Collaborative Vision for Transportation: DRAFT State Rail Plan, March 2015
Wyoming Statewide Rail Plan, Final Report, March 2015
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To ensure that Pennsylvania’s SRP and the RSIP are well coordinated with other state planning efforts, the
following public and private planning initiatives were reviewed:
1.

2.

PA On Track is an ongoing initiative to set statewide policies and goals for an effective and efficient
multimodal transportation system in Pennsylvania. Though not yet finalized (expected completion in
2015 after publication of the SRP), it provides essential guidance with its vision for Pennsylvania’s
roadway, rail, freight, mass transit, and bicycle and pedestrian systems
For passenger rail projects, these studies and initiatives provided essential information:
a. Amtrak’s 2015 Northeast Corridor (NEC) 5-Year Plan and NEC FUTURE studies
b.

SEPTA’s Fiscal Year 2015 Capital Budget and Fiscal Years 2016-2027 Capital Program

DVRPC’s FY 2015-2018 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) and Connections 2040 Plan
		 and Update
c.

3.

4.

For freight rail projects, Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) and Rural Planning Organization
(RPO) planning documents from across the state were consulted, including Transportation
Improvement Programs, Long-Range Transportation Plans, and other project and program specific
plans and studies
Finally, reports and plans produced by three Pennsylvania state programs and commissions were
reviewed to identify additional projects and planned investments:
a. The State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP): 2015-2018
b. Documents produced by the State Transportation Commission and State Transportation Advisory 		
		 Committee, including PennDOT’s 2015-2026 Twelve Year Program
c. Reports and documents produced for the state’s Rail Transportation Assistance Program (RTAP) and
		 Rail Freight Assistance Program (RFAP)
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Review of published plans and reports was complemented with telephone and in-person interviews with
planners and rail specialists. The interviews were structured to pose questions about region-specific
rail transportation goals, expected economic impacts of rail projects, local businesses’ reliance on rail
transportation, and project priorities at the local and regional levels.

5.3 Rail Agencies
PennDOT manages rail transportation in the state through its deputate for Multimodal Transportation, which
is responsible for:
Local and public transportation through the Bureau of Public Transportation
2. Rail and water freight transportation through the Bureau of Rail Freight, Ports, and Waterways
3. Airports through the Bureau of Aviation
Providing guidance to the deputate on state transportation policy and investments are the members of
the State Transportation Commission and the State Transportation Advisory Committee. Rail expertise
is provided by the members of the state’s Rail Freight Advisory Committee. When appropriate, the
Commonwealth initiates studies to address specific rail-related questions, such as Governor Wolf’s
spring 2015 appointment of a railway civil engineering consultant to evaluate safety issues related to
Pennsylvania’s freight rail transport of petroleum products.
1.

The creation of the deputate of Multimodal Transportation was initiated by the passage of the
Comprehensive Transportation Funding Plan of 2013 (commonly referred to as “Act 89”), bringing under
one umbrella the state’s support for passenger and freight rail transportation.
Currently, there are no known proposed changes to the structure of state-level rail agencies by state
departments, legislators, or elected officials, nor does the SRP propose any such changes. At present,
the system of state, regional, and local government support to passenger and freight rail is well adapted
to analyzing, planning for, funding, and implementing publicly supported passenger and freight rail
investments and projects.

5.4 Program Effects
The RSIP for Pennsylvania will have significant and wide-ranging effects on travel behavior, freight
movement, economic activity, and the natural environment. The existence of extensive passenger and freight
rail networks creates efficiencies in the movement of people and goods. When compared to travel by other
modes, rail transportation can help reduce energy consumption, time spent in travel, harm to people and
property from vehicle collisions, and pollutant emissions. But measuring and confirming those impacts
require robust methods of identifying and evaluating benefits.
To assess these effects, a methodology was developed for this RSIP to measure the public benefits of
preserving and improving the state’s systems of passenger and freight rail with State of Good Repair
projects, enhancement and safety projects, and expansion projects. This methodology focused on
quantifying the vehicle miles traveled (VMT) of cars, light-duty trucks, and heavy trucks that are avoided
because they utilize Pennsylvania’s passenger and freight rail networks.
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Amtrak train at the Lancaster Station
Source: PennDOT

These avoided VMT have important effects related to the:
Operating costs of cars and trucks,
2. Pavement maintenance costs on the state’s highway network caused by heavy truck travel,
3. Fatalities, injuries, and property damage due to car and truck collisions, and
4. Pollutant emissions from cars and trucks.
This methodology is not a standard benefit-cost analysis nor a full economic impact analysis, but it provides
valuable information about Pennsylvania’s rail systems by assessing the relative benefits contributed by
individual freight and passenger network segments.
1.

To perform this analysis, projects were grouped by mode (freight or passenger) and by rail plan goals.
Projects were also grouped by phasing: short-term projects are funded projects that are anticipated to be
completed within the next five years, while long-term projects are those anticipated for completion after
2020 and those for which funding has not yet been secured.
For the intercity passenger rail network in Pennsylvania, economic benefits were evaluated based on the
assumption that rail travel displaces trips that would otherwise be made largely by private cars or light duty
trucks (i.e., vans, sports utility vehicles, and pickups). For freight rail projects, economic benefits were
evaluated based on the assumption that freight movements across Pennsylvania’s rail network displace
shipping that would otherwise be made by truck.
Benefits were calculated using spreadsheet models populated with:
1.
2.

3.

The list of short-term, long-term, and vision projects that make up this RSIP,
Operations data from Amtrak and SEPTA (such as ridership, trip lengths, and operating expenses) and
from the state’s freight rail operators (based on 2013 waybill data of tonnage, distances, and shipments
by commodity type), and
Economic, safety, emissions, and monetization factors from a variety of federal and state sources.
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Passenger rail network benefits were calculated by forecasting future travel, then comparing operating
costs, emissions, and collisions for equal numbers of passenger trips and distances by rail versus private
automobiles. Similarly, freight rail benefits were calculated across the freight rail network by forecasting
future shipments (tonnage, distances, and shipments), then comparing operating costs, emissions, and
collisions for shipments by rail versus trucks. Freight benefits were also examined to reduce pavement
maintenance costs associated with higher levels of truck travel on the state’s roadways if the freight rail
system were not usable. Net benefits over the short-term (2015 to 2019) and long-term (2020 to 2040) were
computed, then summarized to net present values (NPVs) using 3 percent and 7 percent discount rates.
These values are required for many economic assessments, including US Department of Transportation
TIGER grant benefit-cost analyses. (Further details of this methodology are contained in Appendix E.)
Monetary values were computed for the identified differences in operating costs, collision costs, pollutant
emissions, and pavement maintenance costs.
Whether discounted at the conservative value of 3 percent or the more aggressive value of 7 percent, the
total net public benefits of the presence and operations of Pennsylvania’s passenger and freight rail networks
is in the billions of dollars, with the vast majority of benefits coming from the freight rail system in the state.
For passenger travel, the benefits are largely due to avoided motor vehicle collisions and the costs associated
with fatalities, injuries, and property damage. Reductions in operating costs are also substantial, particularly
for SEPTA riders who save considerable amounts of money by avoiding the operating, maintenance,
insurance, and parking costs associated with automobile commuting. Pollutant emissions reductions also
lead to measurable and important public benefits. See Table 5-1 below.
Table 5-1: Summary of Passenger Rail Benefits Through 2040, in millions of 2015 dollars

NPV 3 Percent
2015-2019

NPV 7 Percent

2020-2040

2015-2019

2020-2040

Amtrak – Composite
Operating cost
savings

$105

$362

$94

$207

Collision reduction

$557

$1,922

$498

$1,097

$43

$183

$38

$102

$705

$2,467

$630

$1,406

Operating cost
savings

$351

$1,050

$314

$608

Collision reduction

$273

$816

$244

$473

$17

$67

$15

$38

$641

$1,933

$573

$1,119

Emissions reduction
Total
SEPTA – Trunk Line

Emissions reduction
Total
Numbers may not add up due to rounding.

For Amtrak, the largest benefits per mile occur on the NEC. Lower benefits per route mile are found on the
Keystone Service between Philadelphia and Harrisburg, on the Lake Shore Limited route, and on the Capitol
Limited route. See Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1: Amtrak Benefits per Segment Route Mile

For SEPTA, benefits are most significant in the trunk line of SEPTA’s Regional Rail system, described as
the segment between Philadelphia’s 30th Street Station and Jenkintown-Wyncote, where several northern
commuter rail lines branch off. See Figure 5-2. All of SEPTA’s 13 commuter rail lines operate along some
portion of the trunk line, thus, improvements on this segment support system-wide benefits. Significant
benefits also accrue on a segment between University City and 30th Street Station. Here, five different
SEPTA commuter rail lines operate on the Amtrak-owned NEC. Any benefits here accrue to SEPTA and
Amtrak. Elsewhere, benefits are fairly evenly distributed along most of SEPTA’s Regional Rail lines, with
smaller benefit gains on the Chestnut Hill West, West Trenton, Wilmington-Newark, and Cynwyd Lines.
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Figure 5-2: SEPTA Benefits per route mile

For freight rail, transportation operating cost savings are very large, reflecting the size of the freight rail
network throughout Pennsylvania and the inclusion of an additional public benefit—pavement maintenance
cost savings—not part of the passenger rail network analysis. For commodities suited to rail transportation
(higher volume and weight and lower value per pound commodities like coal, petroleum products, and
grains), the efficiencies of rail transportation are high and the operating cost savings important to businesses
that rely on it. Pavement maintenance costs, pollutant emissions reductions, and avoided motor vehicle
collisions are also important public benefits. See Table 5-2.
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Table 5-2: Summary of Freight Rail Benefits Through 2040, in millions of 2015 dollars

NPV 3 Percent
2015-2019
Operating cost
savings

NPV 7 Percent

2020-2040

2015-2019

2020-2040

$58,899

$241,659

$52,621

$135,219

Pavement
maintenance cost
savings

$8,030

$32,948

$7,174

$18,436

Collision reduction

$6,546

$26,856

$5,848

$15,027

Emissions reduction

$5,576

$26,454

$4,977

$14,583

$79,051

$327,918

$70,620

$183,265

Total

Freight network benefits are greatest on Norfolk Southern’s Main Line between Pittsburgh and Harrisburg,
on the shared NS/CSX Lake Erie corridor, and in the Pittsburgh and Philadelphia regions served by multiple
Class I carriers. See Figure 5-3 below.
Figure 5-3: Freight Network Benefits per route mile
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Investments made as part of the RSIP will ensure that passenger and freight rail transportation continues
to play a role in the state’s multimodal transportation system. The value to the people and economy of
Pennsylvania of maintaining and improving the state’s rail systems is summarized in this public benefit
analysis, but reflect a variety of benefits. Significant automobile and truck traffic that causes roadway
congestion is avoided by permitting shippers and travelers more options for freight shipments and travel.
Economic efficiency results from providing travelers and shippers better options to meet their needs. Safety
improvements help users of Pennsylvania’s multimodal transportation system avoid collisions that cost lives
and cause personal and property damage. Greenhouse gas and pollutant emissions are lower than they would
be, providing environmental benefits. A higher level of resiliency—in both natural and human systems—is
obtained through the efficiencies and alternatives that result from the preservation and enhancement of the
state’s rail networks.

5.5 Passenger Element
Pennsylvania’s extensive passenger rail network includes higher-speed, intercity, and commuter rail services
provided by Amtrak and SEPTA.2 The network of stations and rail infrastructure, including tracks, signals,
and electric distribution systems, as well as locomotives and passenger cars, require significant investment to
maintain in a state of good repair. Before the passage of Act 89, funding constraints severely limited SEPTA’s
ability to maintain the Regional Rail commuter system, leading SEPTA to propose shutting down significant
portions of the system. Now with new revenue from Act 89, SEPTA can address these critical needs as well
as invest in station improvements, safety projects, and incremental expansion projects. Conversely, the longterm outlook for federal transportation funding continues to remain uncertain, which may limit Amtrak’s
ability to maintain its portion of the state’s passenger rail network.
The passenger element of the RSIP was created in close coordination with Amtrak, SEPTA, regional
planning organizations, and other stakeholders in order to meet the SRP’s goals. Projects where the majority
of spending will be completed before 2020 are classified as short-term, where projects scheduled for
implementation primarily between 2020 and 2040 are classified as long-term. This RSIP also includes a list of
vision projects which have not yet advanced far enough in planning, design, and funding to be placed on the
short- or long-term projects lists (see Section 5.7 below).
5.5.1 Passenger Rail Investment
The passenger element of the RSIP consists of 230 known passenger capital projects scheduled between
2015 and 2040 that have confirmed funding, or reasonable expectations of funding, based on current levels of
federal, state, and local financial support. These include a large number of short-term projects from Amtrak
and SEPTA, as well as long-term SEPTA projects. For the purpose of developing the RSIP, passenger rail
projects were grouped by four areas of impact compatible with the SRP Goals (as indicated in Table 5-3): 1
1.

2.
3.
4.

State of Good Repair: Projects that maintain the existing rail network, including repair of railroad
bridges, replacement of electric distribution components that have exceeded their useful life, and general
track work projects.
System Enhancements: Projects that improve the rail passenger experience by improving passenger
stations and upgrading infrastructure to allow for improved passenger train performance.
Expansion Projects: Projects that expand the capacity of the rail network, such as the planned extension
of SEPTA’s Elwyn line to Wawa.
Safety Improvements: Projects that improve system safety, such as installing new fencing and closing
at-grade railroad crossings.

2	SEPTA is the only commuter rail system in Pennsylvania that shares tracks with Amtrak and freight railroads and is, therefore, included in this State Rail Plan.
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Source: SEPTA

Table 5-3: Passenger Rail Projects Evaluation Criteria Matrix

Compatibility with SRP Goals
Investment Type

State of Good
Repair

State of Good Repair

X

Station Improvements

X

Replacement of Outdated
Components of Overhead
Catenary Electrical system

X

Rolling Stock Rehabilitation
and Replacement

X

System
Enhancements

Expansion
Projects

Safety
Improvements
X

X

X

system Improvements

X

X

Parking Garages at Suburban
Stations

X

Flood Mitigation Measures

X

New Payment Technology
(NPT) Electronic Fare
Payment System

X

Network Expansion

X

Table 5-4 indicates the number of passenger rail projects by agency and State Rail Plan goal, while Table
5-5 summarizes agency spending by State Rail Plan goal, both showing a strong emphasis on State of Good
Repair investments. A detailed list of short-term and long-term intercity passenger rail projects can be found
in Appendix F and Appendix G, respectively.
Table 5-4: Number of Passenger Rail Projects by Agency and SRP Goals, 2015 to 2040

SRP Goal

Total, by
Agency

Rail Agency

State of
Good Repair

System
Enhancements

Amtrak: Keystone

30

19

-

2

51

22.2%

Amtrak: NEC

76

7

-

2

85

37.0%

SEPTA

53

36

3

2

94

40.9%

159

62

3

6

230

100%

69.1%

27.0%

1.3%

2.6%

100%

Total Projects
Percent Projects by
Goal

Expansion
Projects

Note: This summary reflects the overall RSIP number of projects, not project costs.
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Safety
Improvements

Percentage
by Agency

SEPTA train leaving Bryn Mawr Station
Source: Jersey Mike

There are extensive long-term expansion and system enhancement plans being prepared for Amtrak’s
Northeast and Keystone Corridors as part of the NEC FUTURE study, which will lay out the future of these
important corridors. These planning initiatives will not be completed until after the SRP is published.
Projected ridership that will benefit from Amtrak’s ongoing investments are included in Chapter 2.
Projected ridership increases resulting from SEPTA’s investments are included in Appendix H. Due to
current uncertainties in federal funding, vision projects for expanding the geographic reach of passenger rail
service are discussed in Section 5.7 rather than in the 20-Year Plan. They may be advanced to the long-term
capital plan as future funding allows.
Table 5-5 indicates agency spending by primary project SRP goal and demonstrates an emphasis on State
of Good Repair projects. It is important to note that many projects achieve multiple SRP goals; for example,
State of Good Repair work contributes to safety by reducing the chance of collisions caused by deficient
infrastructure.
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Table 5-5: Projected Passenger Rail Spending by Agency and State Rail Plan Goals, 2015 to 2040, in millions of 2015
dollars

SRP Goal

$94.0

$425.5

-

$1.9

$521.4

10.0%

$1,008.3

$160.5

-

$0.8

$1,169.6

22.5%

SEPTA Short-Term

$574.5

$750.8

$166.0

$84.8

$1,576.1

30.3%

SEPTA Long-Term

$1,596.3

$311.5

$32.3

-

$1,940.1

37.2%

Total

$3,273.1

$1,648.3

$198.3

$87.5

$5,207.2

100%

62.8%

31.7%

3.8%

1.7%

100%

Amtrak NEC

Percent Projects by
Goal

Safety
Improvements

Percentage
of Total

System
Enhancements

Amtrak Keystone

Expansion
Projects

Total

State of
Good Repair

5.5.1.1 SHORT-TERM PASSENGER RAIL CAPITAL PROJECTS (2015-2019)
In the five year period from 2015 to 2019, there are 192 passenger rail projects identified for initiation and
completion, 29.2 percent of which are SEPTA projects and 70.8 percent of which are Amtrak projects on the
Keystone and NEC (see Table 5-6).
Table 5-6: Number of Short-Term Passenger Rail Projects by Agency and SRP Goal, 2015 to 2019

SRP Goal

Amtrak Keystone

30

19

-

2

51

26.5%

Amtrak NEC

76

7

-

2

85

44.3%

SEPTA

29

23

2

2

56

29.2%

135

49

2

6

192

100%

70.4%

25.5%

1.0%

3.1%

100%

Percent Projects by
Goal

Safety
Improvements

Percentage of
Total

System
Enhancements

Total

Expansion
Projects

Total

State of
Good Repair

Note: This summary reflects the overall RSIP number of projects, not project costs.

AMTRAK
Amtrak’s short-term capital plan includes 51 projects representing a $561.8 million (in inflation-adjusted
Year Of Expenditure dollars) investment in the Keystone Corridor, focusing on State of Good Repair
and system enhancement projects. Extensive station improvement projects are included to reach system
enhancement goals, including $34 million for a new Middletown Station to replace the current inadequate
station, and $31.9 million to upgrade the existing Mount Joy station (all figures in Year of Expenditure
dollars).
The Pennsylvania portion of Amtrak’s NEC does not require major bridge and tunnel replacement projects
needed in other portions of the corridor, but ongoing track work and maintenance of catenary power systems
will require $1.24 billion in spending spread across 85 projects. NEC projects also include over $160
million in system enhancements to 30th Street Station. (Due to the inter-state nature of Amtrak’s NEC,
many division-wide State of Good Repair projects for the NEC extend beyond Pennsylvania.)
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Funding for Amtrak’s planned capital projects is subject to annual Congressional appropriation. Short-term
Amtrak State of Good Repair projects that are geographically specific are shown in Figure 5-4.
Positive Train Control (PTC), a federally-mandated safety system designed to prevent accidents by
automatically controlling maximum train speeds, is expected to be complete on the NEC by the end of 2015.
Figure 5-4: Short-Term Amtrak Passenger Rail Projects, 2015-2019
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SEPTA
SEPTA short-term capital plan projects for the Regional Rail network include extensive State of Good
Repair bridge and track projects throughout the system, as well as station enhancements and expansion
projects. The locations of SEPTA short-term projects are shown in Figure 5-5. SEPTA is ahead of most
other rail systems in the country in installing a PTC safety system throughout its rail network and expects to
reach substantial completion by the end of 2015.
One highlight of the short-term capital plan is the $135 million (YOE dollars) extension of the Elwyn line
to a new station in Wawa, expected to open in 2020. This one-stop extension is predicted to attract 719
daily trips in the opening year, increasing to 930 daily trips by 2035. Of the 719 daily trips in 2020, 667
are expected to be diverted from highway travel, with the remaining trips diverted from existing transit
lines.31The annual incremental operating expense for the Wawa extension is expected to be $1.6 million
annually starting in 2020, with expected incremental revenue including farebox and parking fees of $0.6
million (all figures expressed in 2015 dollars).
The short-term portion of the SEPTA capital plan includes $137.2 million for major Regional Rail bridge
rehabilitation and replacement projects. Projects include the $82.3 million (YOE dollars) replacement of
the Crum Creek Viaduct on the Media/Elwyn Line, one of the largest bridges on the SEPTA Regional Rail
network. Additional bridge efforts include a $46 million (YOE dollars) project to replace key structural
components on three viaducts on the Media/Elwyn Line and a $9.3 million (YOE dollars) project to
rehabilitate nine stone arch bridges throughout the system.4
SEPTA plans on acquiring new rolling stock and rehabilitating older rolling stock for its Regional Rail
network. A highlight of this effort is a contract to purchase 13 new high speed electric locomotives to
replace existing locomotives, with the option to purchase five more units, for a total cost of $154.4 million.52
Examples of SEPTA station improvements scheduled for the near future include a $31.9 million (YOE
dollars) improvement of Levittown Station, a $26.9 million (YOE dollars) improvement project for
Jenkintown Station, and $24.5 million (YOE dollars) in improvements for Secane Station. Station
enhancements include improvements to pedestrian connections for walkability, as well as bicycle parking
facilities. Lansdale Station improvements will include connections to a new Transit-Oriented Development
(TOD) complex adjacent to the train station.

3	Vollmer Associates for DVRPC, 2000, Elwyn to Wawa Service Restoration Feasibility Report; Brandywine Valley Engineers for DVRPC, 1999,
Elwyn to Wawa Service Restoration Study Progress Report No. 2; SEPTA Capital Plan; DVRPC, 2011, Wawa to West Chester Regional Rail Extension
Ridership Forecast.
4
Ardmore, Exton, and Paoli SEPTA Regional Rail stations are jointly used with Amtrak.
5	May 2015 SEPTA Special Board Meeting Agenda. Retrieved from http://www.septa.org/about/board/pdf/agenda-special-5-2015.pdf
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Figure 5-5: SEPTA Short-Term Passenger Rail Projects, 2015 to 2019

5.5.1.2 LONG-TERM PASSENGER RAIL CAPITAL PROJECTS (2020-2040)
In the time period 2020 to 2040, there are 38 passenger rail projects identified for initiation (see Table 5-7).
Extensive plans for Amtrak’s high speed NEC and Keystone Corridor lines are currently under development
as part of the NEC FUTURE study and will not be finalized until after publication of the 2015 Pennsylvania
State Rail Plan. This section, therefore, will focus exclusively on long-term projects included in SEPTA’s
most recent capital plan.
Table 5-7: Number of Identified Long-Term Passenger Rail Projects by Class and SRP Goal, 2020 to 2040

SRP Goal
Safety
Improvements

Percent
by Class
Distribution

State of
Good Repair

System
Enhancements

Amtrak Keystone

0

0

0

0

0

0.0%

Amtrak NEC

0

0

0

0

0

0.0%

SEPTA

24

13

1

0

38

100.0%

Total

24

13

1

0

38

100%

63.2%

34.2%

2.6%

0.0%

100%

Percent Projects by
Goal

Expansion
Projects

Class
Distribution

Note: This summary reflects the overall RSIP number of projects, not project costs. No Amtrak projects are identified for 2020 and beyond.
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The long-term portion of the SEPTA Capital Plan includes 38 projects representing a $1.9 billion
investment, with a continued emphasis on State of Good Repair projects and station enhancements. Selected
highlights of the long-term plan are included in this section and a detailed list of all projects is in Appendix
G. The SEPTA long-term capital plan is based on reasonable assumptions of federal funding levels, state
revenue from Act 89, and continued local contributions from Philadelphia and its four suburban counties.
The largest SEPTA long-term capital project is a $1.1 billion (2015 dollars) investment to replace the
Silverliner IV Regional Rail passenger cars that were purchased in the 1970s with modern passenger
cars that will provide for more reliable Regional Rail service. The largest fixed infrastructure project also
supports the State of Good Repair goal by investing $56 million (2015 dollars) in the rehabilitation of the
Schuylkill River Bridge that carries all SEPTA Regional Rail lines between Center City and 30th Street
station, along with approach spans built in 1929 that carry trains over adjacent streets and rail lines.
Improving passenger rail stations is an important part of the SRP’s goal of system enhancement. A key longterm station enhancement plan is the $53 million improvement project for Noble Station in Montgomery
County, which includes a new parking garage, high-level platforms, passenger waiting areas, and
landscaping.
5.5.1.3 LIVABILITY
Station improvement projects included in the capital plan are consistent with the FRA Station Area Planning
guidance to meet important goals for improving the livability of areas near train stations. Amtrak’s Station
Program and Planning Guide (described in Section 2.3.6 of the SRP) sets standards for station development
and redevelopment projects, including improvements to pedestrian and intermodal transportation
connections, as well as land use changes. Further improvements to the area are currently being studied
as part of the ongoing Philadelphia 30th Street Station District Plan as a result of PennDOT, SEPTA,
Amtrak, Brandywine Realty Trust, and Drexel University project principals. Planned station improvements
throughout SEPTA’s Regional Rail network and along Amtrak’s Keystone Corridor will also include
enhanced connections to improve pedestrian access to local business districts.
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Entrance to 30th Street Station in Philadelphia
Source: HNTB Corporation

5.5.2 Passenger Rail Capital Financing Plan
Capital funding is essential for maintaining the aging, large-scale infrastructure used by Pennsylvania’s
passenger rail network, as well as for creating opportunities for future passenger rail system improvements.
The capital funding plan for intercity passenger rail service in Pennsylvania relies on a variety of federal,
state, and local funding sources. State level funding was enhanced by passage of Pennsylvania Act 89 in
2013, as explained in Chapter 2. Revenue from Act 89 is bondable and indexed against inflation, ensuring
a steady flow of state funding that agencies may borrow against for capital projects. SEPTA anticipates Act
89 to increase annual state capital funding from $120 million to more than $350 million by 2018.61However,
federal funding, which historically has been a vital source of capital funding for passenger railroad projects,
remains uncertain due to the current lack of long-term federal funding legislation for either the general
surface transportation fund or for Amtrak. State and federal capital funding programs are included in
Chapter 2.
Low-interest financing options can help reduce interest costs for passenger capital projects. Potential
financing sources include the federal Railroad Rehabilitation & Improvement Financing (RRIF), the federal
Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) and the Pennsylvania Infrastructure
Bank (PIB) programs. Private Activity Bond (PAB) financing may also be an option to finance capital costs.
6	SEPTA Capital Budget. Retrieved from http://septa.org/strategic-plan/reports/capbudget15.pdf.
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An example of a low interest RRIF loan used for passenger service improvements is financing provided to
Amtrak for $562.9 million to purchase 70 new electric high speed locomotives to replace Amtrak’s current
fleet that serves the Northeast and Keystone Corridors.72
PennDOT is proactively seeking opportunities to collaborate with the private sector through its Public
Private Partnerships Office, as described in Chapter 2. Pending federal legislation known as the Passenger
Rail Reform and Investment Act of 2015 (PRRIA) could give Amtrak greater flexibility in pursuing PublicPrivate Partnership opportunities.
Another potential source of revenue is to sell or lease public railroad-owned property in order to better
capture the value of railroad service. An example is the Cira Center, a large office building built on land
which Amtrak first leased to and then sold outright for $23.2 million to a private real estate developer.8
Due to the combination of limited federal resources and newly available state resources, SEPTA’s system
wide capital plan projects for FY 2015 are funded through 40 percent federal funding and 60 percent state
and local funding. Federal grants generally require a non-federal funding match, ranging from a 20 percent
required match for most FTA grants to 50 percent for FTA New Starts and High Speed Rail grants. State
grants have historically been matched with 3.33 percent from local sources. The short-term capital plan
for SEPTA and Amtrak passenger service in YOE dollars is summarized in Table 5-8, with further detail
included in Appendix F.
Table 5-8: Short-Term Passenger Rail Capital Project Costs, 2015-2019 in millions of Year of Expenditure dollars

Rail Line

Number
of
Projects

2015
YOE

2016
YOE

2017
YOE

2018
YOE

2019
YOE

Total 20152019 YOE

Sum of
Anticipated
State Match*

Amtrak Keystone

51

$78.5

$80.9

$83.3

$85.8

$233.3

$561.8

$15.6

Amtrak NEC

85

$233.9

$240.9

$248.2

$255.6

$263.3

$1,241.9

$1.7

SEPTA Regional Rail

56

$373.5

$309.7

$319.0

$328.5

$338.4

$1,669.1

$1,143.6

192

$685.9

$631.5

$650.4

$670.0

$835.0

$3,472.8

$1,160.9

Total Passenger
Projects

Note: Original costs from Amtrak and SEPTA Capital Plans. YOE calculations based on PennDOT’s 3% annual forecasted inflation rate.
* State funding is competitive and match is not guaranteed.

Both agencies have based their short-term capital programs on anticipated available funding, resulting in a
combined capital budget with no anticipated funding gap, as indicated in Table 5-9.
Long-term projects (2020 to 2040) included in SEPTA’s capital plan call for $1.9 billion in spending for
Regional Rail improvements, as summarized in Table 5-24 and detailed in Appendix G. SEPTA anticipates
these investments will be funded through federal, state, and local funding resources. Amtrak’s long-term
capital investment and financing strategies are to be determined by the ongoing NEC FUTURE study as well
as future Congressional action. 		
7

February 2015 amtrak 5 year Budget & Business Plan. Retrieved from http://www.amtrak.com/ccurl/133/704/Fy15-Budget-Business-Plan-Fy16-BudgetJustification-FY-15-19-Five-Year-Financial-Plan.pdf, page 151
dec 5, 2013, Brandywine buys land where cira centre stands, Philadelphia Business Journal, retrieved from www.bizjournals.com/philadelphia/

8	D

blog/real-estate/2013/12/brandywine-buys-land-where-cira-centre.html. May 9, 2002, Office Tower Planned on Leased Site, AP Newswire, retrieved from
www.apnewsarchive.com/2002/Office-Tower-Planned-on-Leased-Site/id-ad6d355c45553f5163c107f5d5ee3383.
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Table 5-9: Short-Term Rail Capital Spending Gap Analysis, 2015-2019 in millions of Year of Expenditure dollars

Total 20152019 (YOE)

2015 YOE

2016 YOE

2017 YOE

2018 YOE

2019 YOE

SEPTA Regional Rail

$373.5

$309.7

$319.0

$328.5

$338.4

$1,669.1

Amtrak

$312.4

$321.8

$331.5

$341.4

$496.6

$1,803.8

Anticipated Available
Funding

$685.9

$631.5

$650.5

$669.9

$835.0

$3,472.9

Note: All costs and revenues based on Amtrak and SEPTA capital plans. Amtrak funding is subject to annual Congressional appropriations.

5.5.3 Operating Financing Plan

Passenger rail operating costs are annually recurring expenses and include energy costs and salaries for
railroad operations staff. In almost all cases, passenger railroads require additional funds to supplement
farebox revenue in order to meet operating costs requirements. Unlike capital costs, operating costs cannot
be bonded and are generally ineligible for US Department of Transportation grants.
AMTRAK
Amtrak’s operating budget is funded through a mix of farebox revenue, and federal and state support. These
funding sources vary between Amtrak’s three business lines: the NEC, its Long Distance Network, and State
Supported Routes.
Due to high demand for service along the NEC, farebox revenue for the NEC Regional and Acela Express
services exceeds the cost of operations. Fares on the NEC are managed through a sophisticated dynamic
pricing system to maximize farebox revenue.91This operating surplus is expected to continue in the near
future, meaning operating budget federal support for the NEC is not required. The surplus from the NEC
operations budget is currently used to subsidize other portions of the Amtrak network. The long-term future
of NEC operations funding is currently being examined by the NEC FUTURE study.
Long distance services with routes over 750 miles, such as the Capitol Limited and Lake Shore Limited,
are unusual for American passenger rail service as their operating budgets have been supported by the
federal government since Amtrak’s inception. This support is expected to continue, subject to Congressional
appropriation.
Under PRIIA (2008), financial responsibility for routes less than 750 miles, including Pennsylvanian and
Keystone services, has been transitioning from federal to state support. A five year summary of expenses
and revenues for these Pennsylvania State Supported services are included in Table 5-10. Amtrak expects a
reduced state subsidy will be required in 2020 due to increased ridership and farebox revenue. Pennsylvania
Act 89’s provisions for inflation-indexed revenue should ensure the long-term availability of funding for
these routes.

9	Amtrak Pricing and Revenue Management Overview. (May 30, 2013) Retrieved from http://rail.transportation.org/SiteCollectionDocuments/AASHTO%20v4.
ppt.
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Table 5-10: Projected Operating Budget for Amtrak State-supported Routes, in millions of Year of Expenditure dollars

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

Keystone Service
Operating Costs (including
allocated capital equipment costs)

$40.1

$42.5

$44.6

$46.1

$48.4

Farebox and related revenue *

$31.2

$32.8

$34.6

$36.5

$38.5

$8.9

$9.7

$10.0

$9.6

$9.9

Operating Costs (including
allocated capital equipment costs)

$16.4

$16.6

$16.4

$17.2

$17.6

Farebox and related revenue *

$11.3

$12.0

$12.6

$13.3

$14.0

$5.1

$4.6

$3.8

$4.0

$3.6

Operating Costs (including
allocated capital equipment costs)

$56.5

$59.2

$61.1

$63.3

$66.0

Farebox and related revenue *

$42.5

$44.8

$47.2

$49.8

$52.5

State Operating Subsidy

$14.0

$14.4

$13.9

$13.5

$13.5

State Operating Subsidy
Pennsylvanian Service

State Operating Subsidy
Total State Supported Services

* Includes revenue from NEC portion of the route.
Numbers may not add up due to rounding.
Source: Amtrak

SEPTA
SEPTA’s operating budget is primarily funded through state financial support, which constitutes
approximately 65 percent of the agency’s Regional Rail operating subsidy, as detailed over five years in
Table 5-11. The remainder of the operating subsidy is provided through 25 percent federal support and
9.5 percent local support, with less than 1 percent provided through other subsidies. Federal grants are
generally ineligible for operating costs, however, federal grants can fund preventative maintenance work on
capital equipment, which is associated with the operations budget. Local funding is provided by the City of
Philadelphia and the four Pennsylvania suburban counties served by SEPTA. Since the passage of Act 89,
state transportation revenue is indexed to inflation and state funding for operating costs is expected to be
stable.
The agency expects overall farebox revenue to increase by 1 percent annually, except for fare increases
scheduled for every three years, with the next fare increase scheduled for FY 2017. Agency policy provides
that the SEPTA Board of Directors determines the amount of each fare increase as needed.

5.5.4 Economic Benefits
High quality passenger rail service provides a wide range of public and private economic benefits. An
analysis of benefits from passenger trips taken by rail instead of private vehicle is included in Section 5.4.
Additional information on economic benefits provided by Amtrak and SEPTA is provided in this section.
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Table 5-11: Projected Operating Budget for SEPTA Regional Rail, FY 2015 to FY 2019 in millions of Year of Expenditure
dollars

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

Operating Expenses

$321.2

$327.7

$338.2

$352.3

$363.6

Farebox and related revenue *

$167.2

$168.0

$176.3

$178.0

$179.8

Operating Subsidy (Total)

$154.0

$160.0

$161.9

$174.3

$183.8

Federal

$40.6

$39.6

$40.1

$43.1

$45.5

State

$99.3

$105.2

$106.4

$114.6

$120.9

Local **

$13.1

$14.0

$15.4

$16.6

$17.5

$1.0

$1.0

$1.0

$1.0

$1.0

Other

* Includes revenue from advertising, real estate leases, and investments.
** Philadelphia contributes 7% of SEPTA Regional Rail’s operating subsidy, while Bucks County provides approximately 0.6%, Chester County
provides 0.4%, Delaware County 0.9%, and Montgomery County provides 0.1% of the subsidy.
Numbers may not add up due to rounding.				
Source: FY 2015 and FY 2016 budget numbers from published SEPTA Operating Budget. FY 2017 to 2019 represent projections based on historic
revenue and operating trends. Future operating costs are subject to change based on factors including energy costs, PRIIA allocated costs for use
of Amtrak’s infrastructure, and future Regional Rail union contracts.
						

AMTRAK
Maintaining a state of good repair on the entire NEC is essential for the 750,000 daily riders who travel the
line on commuter and Amtrak service, contributing over $50 billion annually to the American economy.10
Improved service on the corridor could result in $8.2 billion in annual productivity savings for highway and
aviation customers alone by shifting additional passengers from congested roadways and airports to high
speed rail.11
Within the state, Amtrak employs over 2,700 Pennsylvania residents with total annual wages of $220
million, and annual purchases of over $235 million in goods and services.12 On a national level, Amtrak
estimates its current operations contribute approximately $8.8 billion in economic benefits annually.13
SEPTA
A study in 2013 concluded that the presence of SEPTA’s Regional Rail network contributes a substantial
premium to home values within close proximity of Regional Rail stations.14 In addition, the entire
multimodal SEPTA network is estimated to contribute $3.2 billion in annual economic output across the
state. If SEPTA’s overall network were not maintained, it would increase transportation and time costs in the
greater Philadelphia region by $2.1 billion annually.15
12

10	Northeast Corridor Commission, April 2014, The Northeast Corridor and the American Economy, retrieved from www..nec-commission.com/wp-content/		
uploads/2014/02/NEC_american_economy_report.pdf.
11

Northeast Corridor Commission, 2015, Connecting Residents to their Jobs, retrieved from www.nec-commission.com/reports/nec-and-americaneconomy/
job-access.

12	Amtrak Pennsylvania Fact Sheet, 2015, retrieved from www.amtrak.com/pdf/factsheets/PENNSYLVANIA14.pdf.
13	National Railroad Passenger Corporation FY 15 Budget and Business Plan, 2015, retrieved from www.amtrak.com/ccurl/133/704/FY15-BudgetBusiness-Plan-FY16-Budget-Justification-FY-15-19-Five-Year-Financial-Plan.pdf (page 68).
14	Econsult, 2013, The Impacts of SEPTA Regional Rail Service on Suburban House Prices, retrieved from www.econsultsolutions.com/experience/		
ourprojects/the-impacts-of-septa-regional-rail-service-on-suburban-house-prices/
15	Economy League of Greater Philadelphia and Econsult, 2013, Understanding SEPTA’S Statewide Economic Value, retrieved from www.septa.org/sustain/
pdf/Understanding_SEPTA s_Statewide_Economic_Value_0.pdf.
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Lycoming Valley Railroad
Source: Michael Zollitsch

5.6 Freight Element
5.6.1 Freight Element Implementation Plan
The freight rail system in Pennsylvania has been developed over the course of more than 150 years and
provides effective and efficient transportation services to shippers within Pennsylvania and from other
states and countries. The extensive network of rail corridors, terminals, and yards requires consistent
and substantial investments to maintain a state of good repair, with upgrades and system enhancements
to improve operations, and safety improvements as technologies and business practices improve and
evolve. The SRP reflects the dual requirements of ongoing State of Good Repair investments and systems
enhancements by concentrating the majority of planned investments in these two areas in the short term,
while foreseeing expansion projects in the long term.
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5.6.1.1 BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY
The 2010 Pennsylvania Intercity Passenger and Freight Rail Plan acknowledged that Pennsylvania’s
rail system is in need of substantial investment. It identified a priority program that would achieve
Pennsylvania’s vision for both passenger and freight rail, with focus on projects aligning with the plan’s
goals to strengthen the overall rail system within the context of priority corridors.
Recognizing that the maintenance of the existing state freight rail system of corridors, yards, and other
infrastructure requires consistent and substantial resources, this 2015 Pennsylvania State Rail Plan (and the
RSIP that identifies specific investments needed to implement it) follows the model of the 2010 plan. It does
this by emphasizing state of good repair, system enhancements, and safety improvements with investments
in system expansion only planned for the long-term. For the purpose of developing the RSIP, freight rail
projects categorized by investment type in Chapter 4 were grouped by the four areas of impact compatible
with the SRP Goals (as indicated in Table 5-12).
1.
2.

3.
4.

State of Good Repair: projects addressing maintenance of tracks, rehabilitation of bridges, and routine
or backlogged fleet replacement schedule.
System Enhancements: projects addressing needed freight rail network enhancements, focusing
on track upgrades and bridge replacement, yard capacity improvements, and enhancing intermodal
connectivity between freight rail, trucks, and waterborne cargo.
Expansion Projects: investment in new or expanded lines, rehabilitation and reactivation of inactive
routes, and new service extensions to connect to major freight activity centers and networks.
Safety Improvements: projects that reduce train-car conflicts result in improved safety at crossings,
grade crossing improvements, grade separation projects, upgrades to rail change outs and ties, bridge
replacements, PTC, Automated Horn systems, and cargo security.

These goals serve as a way of organizing PennDOT’s objectives for the state rail system.
Table 5-12: Freight Rail Projects Evaluation Criteria Matrix

Compatibility with SRP Goals
Investment Type

State of Good
Repair

System
Enhancements

Expansion
Projects

Safety
Improvements

Physical Improvements
State of Good Repair

X

X

Yard improvements

X

Intermodal connections

X

System improvements

X

X
X

Service Changes
Service Expansion

X

New Service

X
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5.6.1.2 FREIGHT RAIL CAPITAL PROJECTS SUMMARY (2015-2040)
PennDOT has coordinated with the freight railroads, regional and local planning organizations, and other
stakeholders to identify short-term, long-term and longer-term vision freight rail projects to be included in
this SRP. When implemented, these projects will greatly enhance the state’s freight rail network.16 Similar
to passenger rail, freight rail projects are organized based on whether they would be completed in the shortterm (5 years: 2015-2019) or longer term (20 years: 2020-2040). This section briefly summarizes the entire
RSIP’s freight element (2015 through 2040) while the next two sections provide more details on the 5-Year
and 20-Year freight elements of the RSIP.
There are also multiple unfunded long-term vision studies that could potentially be approved as future
projects. Those proposals would require further studies and analysis before maturing into feasible rail
improvements. Further, these projects would likely be implemented in 2040 and beyond, unless funding is
secured beforehand. These freight rail studies are summarized together with passenger rail vision projects in
Section 5.7.
The RSIP does not address all privately-funded improvements that will be completed independently by
the Class I, II and III railroads. PennDOT reached out to all freight rail carriers operating in Pennsylvania
in October 2014, with 23 freight carriers responding to this request. The SRP therefore reflects only the
responses from those carriers and does not provide a complete listing of needs in the Commonwealth.
Several freight rail operators submitted proposed projects after the submission deadline. These projects are
added as an addendum in this SRP’s Appendix M.
The proposed projects range from major, corridor-long improvements to spot improvements intended to
address localized problems. Several of these localized projects respond to specific bottlenecks, physical
constraints, and the State of Good Repair issues identified by freight stakeholders. Most projects included in
the RSIP are Class III / short line improvements projects. Table 5-13 indicates a high-level breakdown of all
the proposed and known freight rail projects that were submitted to PennDOT for this RSIP.
By their responsiveness to and compatibility with the SRP goals, the majority of freight rail projects fall into
the State of Good Repair category, with many identified system enhancements projects, followed by safety
improvements, and a small number of expansion projects. This allocation of resources reflects freight rail
operators’ focus on addressing the immediate needs of their clients. These State of Good Repair projects
and system enhancements aim at incremental and timely improvements of their operations and increased
efficiencies gained via focused strategic capital spending responsive to their clients’ needs rather than
expansion projects.
The percentage distribution by SRP goals is important to emphasize, particularly since it shows that very
few projects are meant to expand the freight rail system. The overwhelming focus of the freight rail RSIP is
Table 5-13: Number of Freight Rail Projects by Class and State Rail Plan Goal, 2015 to 2040

SRP Goal
Safety
Improvements

Percentage

System
Enhancements

Class I

17

25

0

12

54

18.8%

Class II

9

2

1

1

13

4.5%

Class III/ Short
Line

139

61

2

19

221

76.7%

Total Projects

165

88

3

32

288

100%

57.3%

30.6%

1.0%

11.1%

100%

Percent Projects by
Goal

Expansion
Projects

Total

State of
Good Repair

Note: 23 of 67 contacted freight rail operators responded to data request. 67 of 288 projects are designated as TBD (23% have no cost estimate).
16	Additional projects may be added to the SRP when the plan is updated in 2020, or by a PennDOT amendment in the interim.
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Allegheny Valley Railroad outside of Pittsburgh
Source: PennDOT

on maintaining the existing system, enhancing its operations, and making it safer. The overall story behind
the RSIP is one of good stewardship of the system that previous generations have created and a commitment
to investing in that system to make it function more efficiently and safety.
5.6.1.3 SHORT-TERM FREIGHT RAIL CAPITAL PROJECTS
The RSIP identifies 225 freight rail capital projects for implementation within the next 5 years (2015-2019),
including 25 Class I, 12 Class II, and 188 Class III/short line projects (see Table 5-14). Thirteen projects
included in the 5-Year freight rail RSIP are also included in the 20-Year program. Overlap in reporting in the
number of projects is due to implementation timeframes spanning both short-term and longer-term programs
for those particular projects. However, cost estimates are assigned to the 5-Year and 20-Year program on a
year-by-year basis with no resulting funding overlap or double-counting.
The primary focus of short-term capital funding for freight rail operators in Pennsylvania overall is State of
Good Repair (two thirds of all projects), followed by system enhancements. While the locations of known
State of Good Repair projects are spread throughout Pennsylvania, safety improvements are mostly grade
crossing improvement projects in areas with high population and employment density where potential for
vehicular and rail conflicts is high, particularly in the Philadelphia area.
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By rail class operator, the overwhelming majority of the short-term freight rail projects (84 percent) are
Class III / short line projects. Smaller short line and regional railroads tend to be primary recipients of public
funding for rail improvements and that is reflected in the large number of projects for Class III railroads in
this RSIP. On the other hand, it should be noted that since rail maintenance, replacement, and expansion of
track, structures and equipment by Class I railroads are largely self-funded by income from their operations,
many such projects were not reported for this RSIP.
Table 5-14 and Figure 5-6 present a high-level summary of all known short-term RSIP freight rail projects,
with a complete detailed list of 5-Year freight rail RSIP projects organized by rail carrier and SRP Goals in
Appendix I.
Table 5-14: Number of Short-Term Freight Rail Projects by Class and SRP Goal, 2015 to 2019

SRP Goal
Rail Class

State of Good
System
Repair
Enhancements

Percentage
Class
by Class
Safety
Distribution
Distribution
Improvements

Expansion
Projects

Class I

10

7

0

8

25

11.1%

Class II

9

2

0

1

12

5.3%

Class III/ Short Line

131

41

0

16

188

83.6%

Total Projects

150

50

0

25

225

100.0%

66.7%

22.2%

0.0%

11.1%

100.0%

Percent Projects by
Goal

Note: 46 of 225 projects are designated as TBD (20% have no cost estimate). Due to overlap in implementation timeframe, 13 short-term projects
are also included as long-term.

Figure 5-6: Location of Short-Term Freight Rail Projects (2015-2019) by Pennsylvania State Rail Plan Goal
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5.6.1.4 LONG-TERM FREIGHT RAIL CAPITAL PROJECTS
The RSIP identifies 76 freight rail capital projects for implementation over the longer term (2020-2040),
including 32 Class I, one Class II, and 43 Class III/short line projects.17 The nature of private investments
in freight rail means project level data used in the RSIP is incomplete (many investments will be made
that are not reflected here) and that planning generally follows a shorter time frame because planning and
construction processes are generally faster in the private sector than they are in the public sector.
The primary focus of known long-term capital funding for freight rail operators in Pennsylvania overall
are system enhancements aimed at increasing network efficiencies and capacity, followed by state of good
repair. Unlike short-term projects which focus on preservation of the existing system, long-term priorities
have an emphasis on system enhancements.
By rail class operator, longer-term freight rail projects are split fairly evenly between Class I and Class
III/short line projects. Table 5-15 presents breakdown of the proposed and known long-term freight rail
projects that were submitted to PennDOT for this RSIP, with a complete, detailed list of 20-Year freight rail
RSIP projects organized by rail carrier and SRP Goals included in Appendix J.
Table 5-15: Number of Long-term Freight Rail Projects by Class and SRP Goal, 2020 to 2040

SRP Goal
Rail Class

Safety
Improvements

Percentage
by Class
Distribution

State of
Good Repair

System
Enhancements

Class I

9

19

0

4

32

42.1%

Class II

0

0

1

0

1

1.3%

Class III/ Short Line

10

24

2

7

43

56.6%

Total Projects

19

43

3

11

76

100%

25.0%

56.6%

3.9%

14.5%

100%

Percent Projects by
Goal

Expansion
Projects

Class
Distribution

Note: This summary reflects the overall RSIP number of projects, not project costs. 21 of 76 projects are designated as TBD (28% have no cost
estimate). Due to overlap in implementation timeframe, 13 short-term projects are also included as long-term.

5.6.2 Freight Element Financing Plan
5.6.2.1 BACKGROUND AND AVAILABLE STATE FUNDING SOURCES
The freight rail projects included in this RSIP will provide important economic benefits to Pennsylvania. In
order to realize the benefits, state, private, and local funds must be used to leverage federal grant and loan
programs. A range of innovative funding and financing tools are needed by public and private freight rail
sector stakeholders to implement this SRP. Being privately owned, the sources of funds to operate, maintain,
and improve a freight railroad are largely drawn from private capital. Because freight railroads provide
public benefits, both direct and indirect, and often share corridors with publicly-operated passenger rail
service, some degree of public funding is common, particularly for Class III/short lines that do not have the
same access to private capital markets as Class I carriers do.
17	As noted above, thirteen projects included in the 20-year freight rail RSIP are also included in the 5-year program. Overlap in reporting is due to 		
implementation timeframes spanning both short-term and longer-term programs for those projects.
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Norfolk Southern train at Lancaster Station
Source: PennDOT

Unlike many other states, Pennsylvania has a set of grants and loans that are targeted at freight railroad
operators (Section 2.1.5.3 of the SRP discusses these in detail). The existing major state sources of funding
for freight rail investments in the state include the following:
1.

2.

3.

Rail Freight Assistance Program (RFAP) (dedicated rail grants)
a. One of two dedicated freight rail assistance programs in Pennsylvania.
b. Act 89 of 2013 provided PennDOT with a consistent funding source for future RFAP projects, 		
		 grants for which are awarded on a competitive basis.
c. The maximum state funding for a RFAP project is 70 percent of its total cost.
d. Funding for the new construction portion of RFAP projects is capped at $250,000 per project.
e. The RFAP appropriation for 2014 was $10 million, an increase from $8 million in 2013, and $6 		
		 million in 2012.
Rail Transportation Assistance Program (RTAP) (dedicated rail grants through the state’s Capital
Budget)
a. One of two dedicated freight rail assistance programs in Pennsylvania.
b. RTAP assistance is available from the Capital Budget.
c. The maximum state funding for a RTAP project is 70 percent of its total cost.
d. The funding limit for a RTAP project is the amount of the individual line item in the state’s Capital
		 Budget or 10 percent of the total RTAP funds available for the current funding round, whichever
		 is less.
e. The typical annual RTAP appropriation has averaged about $35 million annually in recent years.
Pennsylvania Infrastructure Bank (PIB) (loans, only a small portion of which are dedicated to rail, with
a primary focus on highways and bridges)
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a. Established in 1998 by PennDOT to provide low-interest loans to sponsors of a variety of
transportation investments, including railroads and shippers for freight rail infrastructure projects.
b. The initial funding of $0.5 million has increased through repaid loans and accumulated interest
payments.
4. Infrastructure and Facilities Improvement Program (grants, tax incentive, and credits)
5. Tax Increment Financing Guarantee Program
6. Business in Our Sites (loans and grants with a focus on an inventory of ready sites)
Funding for freight rail improvements in the Marcellus Shale region is available through the Act 13
unconventional well fees. This program, started in 2012, provides $1 million annually in the same manner as
the RFAP program. Table 5-16 summarizes the largest sources of Pennsylvania funding for freight railroads.

In addition, PennDOT has utilized other state and federal funding programs to complement these state
budget-based programs. State funding includes multiple economic development loan and grant programs
that are available to assist rail infrastructure expansions. These programs, administered by the Department
of Community and Economic Development (DCED), include the Infrastructure and Facilities Improvement
Program, the Tax Increment Financing Guarantee Program, the Business in Our Sites Program, and the
Infrastructure Development Program. PennDOT’s Bureau of Freight Rail, Ports, and Waterways maintains
a Rail Freight Properties Directory to identify properties located along the regional and short line railroads
with potential to be served by freight rail. Federal sources, among others, include the Congestion Mitigation
and Air Quality (CMAQ) program of the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21) Act, and
TIGER funding.
Table 5-16: Major Dedicated State Assistance for Freight Rail in Pennsylvania, FY2012-2014 in millions of Year of
Expenditure dollars

Funding
Source

Number
of Funded
Projects

Total Funding
for Projects

State Share of
Total Project
Costs

Average Cost
per Project

Average State
Share per
Project

FY 2012
RFAP

18

$8.7

$6.1

$0.49

$0.34

RTAP (CB)*

21

$63.5

$44.4

$3.02

$2.12

Total FY 2012

39

$72.2

$50.5

$1.82

$1.28

RFAP

15

$8.4

$5.9

$0.56

$0.39

RTAP (CB)*

14

$39.2

$27.4

$2.80

$1.96

Total FY 2013

29

$47.6

$33.3

$1.50

$1.05

RFAP

26

$11.4

$8.0

$0.44

$0.31

RTAP (CB)*

13

$51.3

$35.9

$3.95

$2.76

Total FY 2014

39

$62.7

$43.9

$1.61

$1.13

FY 2013

FY 2014

* Capital Budget (CB) – portion reserved specifically for freight rail.
Source: PennDOT Press Releases, www.dot.state.pa.us, accessed June 17, 2015.
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The following two sections identify cost estimates and funding needs of $1.91 billion for the RSIP’s 5-Year
and 20-Year elements. The 5-Year RSIP Financing Plan (Section 5.6.2.4) presents the strategy to finance
these projects, with particular focus on freight rail improvements that are anticipated to be at least partially
publicly-funded based on inclusion in the most recently adopted PennDOT’s Twelve Year Program. Cost
estimates presented in the 5-Year financial plan section are adjusted to YOE dollars, in compliance with
federal guidelines for the development of state rail plans. It should be noted that in most cases cost estimates
are not based on detailed engineering estimates and only reflect costs within Pennsylvania, even for projects
with segments in other states.
5.6.2.2 SHORT-TERM CAPITAL PROJECT FUNDING NEEDS (2015-2019)
The total known estimated cost to fully implement the 5-Year capital plan from 2015 to 2019 is $463.3
million (in adjusted YOE dollars). By rail operator class, 55 percent of planned expenditures for the 5-Year
RSIP are for Class III/short line projects, while by SRP Goal, 56 percent of estimated costs are for State of
Good Repair work, followed by system enhancements at 32 percent (see Table 5-17).
Short-term capital spending by freight rail carriers tends to focus on smaller-scale projects aimed at
maintaining and preserving their network to provide quality service to the customers. Freight railroads have
experienced greater demand on their systems in recent years that might warrant the need to invest more
heavily in capacity expansion and other capital investments but many of these system enhancements can be
deferred until proven to be needed. Freight railroads generally operate at a profit and have a responsibility
to their shareholders to remain profitable; while they remain committed to meeting increased demand, they
have generally remained cautious in their capital spending forecasts.
Table 5-17: Estimated Cost of Freight Rail Projects by Class and SRP Goals, 2015 to 2019 in millions of Year of
Expenditure dollars

SRP Goal
Rail Class

State of
Good Repair

System
Enhancements

Expansion
Projects

Class I

$54.9

$88.4

-

Class II

$15.3

$1.7

-

Class III/ Short Line

$187.8

$59.5

-

Total Projects

$258.0

$149.6

Percent Projects by
Goal

55.7%

32.3%

Class
Distribution

Percentage
by Class
Distribution

$47.2

$190.5

41.1%

$0.3

$17.3

3.7%

$8.2

$255.4

55.1%

$55.7

$463.3

100%

Safety
Improvements

0.0%

12.0%

100%

Note: Totals represents only publicly known projects. Privately owned freight railroads are not required to disclose their capital improvement plans.
Numbers may not add up due to rounding.

5.6.2.3 LONG-TERM FREIGHT RAIL CAPITAL PROJECT FUNDING NEEDS (2020-2040)
The total known estimated costs to fully implement the 20-Year capital plan from 2020 to 2040 are more
than $1.5 billion (in 2015 dollars). In contrast to the 5-Year RSIP, by SRP Goal, 84 percent of long-term
projects are system enhancements. Most of these projects are planned by Class I operators, followed by the
state of good repair at 10 percent, as indicated in Table 5-18.
This stark difference can be partially explained by the fact that longer-term capital spending by large freight
rail carriers focuses on larger projects aimed at larger-scale system enhancements. For instance, Norfolk
Southern’s Crescent Corridor or CSX’s National Gateway projects are anticipated to be implemented with
significant state and federal government contributions.
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Norfolk Southern train at 30th Street Station
Source: Jersey Mike

While Class I railroads may tap into the private capital markets to meet their capital and maintenance needs,
it is more difficult for short line railroads to do so, and the terms of loans – if obtained – are generally not as
favorable as for Class I operators.
Table 5-18: Estimated Cost of Freight Rail Projects by Class and SRP Goals, 2020 to 2040 in millions (2015 dollars)

SRP Goal
Rail Class

Safety
Improvements

Percentage
by Class
Distribution

State of
Good Repair

System
Enhancements

Class I

$142.0

$1,235.2

$0.0

$31.3

$1,408.5

93.0%

Class II

-

-

$30.0

-

$30.0

2.0%

$10.6

$29.3

$26.0

$9.3

$75.2

5.0%

Total Projects

$152.6

$1,264.5

$56.0

$40.6

$1,513.7

100%

Percent Projects by
Goal

10.1%

83.5%

3.7%

2.7%

100%

Class III/ Short Line

Expansion
Projects

Class
Distribution

Note: One quarter of the identified long-term freight rail projects have costs which are yet to be determined and, therefore, the total costs for this
element of the SRP should be understood as a minimum.
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Dillerville East Yard
Source: PennDOT

5.6.2.4 SHORT-TERM FREIGHT RAIL CAPITAL PROJECT FINANCING PLAN (2015-2019)
Information regarding capital financing plans for private investments in freight rail (Class I, II and III)
tends to be private and proprietary. The future of capital investment in Pennsylvania’s rail network depends
on investments provided by the private sector along with the state and federal government. This section
describes the financial plan for 25 Class I short-term projects (six with costs to be determined), 12 Class II
short-term projects (six with costs to be determined), and 188 Class III short-term projects (31 with costs to
be determined), all adding up to over $463.3 million (in YOE dollars) in identified funding needs.
The large variety of projects, including grade separations, yard improvements, track improvements, and
access projects will improve safety and rail and highway traffic flows through grade separation projects,
supporting intermodal connections and continued expansion aimed at sustaining and gaining economic
advantage. The details of these projects are included in Appendix I.
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Of the 225 freight rail projects on the 5-Year RSIP, only 15 (7 Class I projects and 8 Class III projects) are
currently included on PennDOT’s Twelve Year Program with programmed state funding. That leaves the
other 210 projects in the short-term freight rail RSIP with uncertain financing. Future freight rail projects
and customer facilities services across Pennsylvania are anticipated to be funded by a combination of private
investments and federal, local, and state funds appropriated either through dedicated funding sources such as
RFAP or the state portion of Capital Budget.
State funding assigned to freight rail projects through RFAP and RTAP for the next five years totals over
$248 million (estimate based on assessments of historical and anticipated funding allocations). This $248
million, assuming similar funding levels are maintained in the next five years, will easily cover the total
identified 5-Year financing need for the 7 Class I and 8 Class III / short line projects included on the Twelve
Year Program, with YOE 2015-2019 total estimated costs of about $100 million.
But implementing all proposed 5-Year RSIP projects – not just those already included on the PennDOT’s
Twelve Year Program – would require significant matches of state funding. This 5-Year RSIP Base Case
Scenario funding analysis is included in Table 5-19. The overall funding gap would need to be covered with
additional state and local resources, private funding, other innovative funding approaches, or a combination
of these.
Notably, there are 46 identified freight projects for which cost estimates are yet to be determined by the
freight rail operators or could not be obtained. Those projects were not included in YOE financing plan
estimates, so the actual number of freight rail projects in need of state funding assistance in the next five
years is likely much higher.
Table 5-19: Short-Term Freight Rail RSIP Analysis, 2015 to 2019 in millions of Year of Expenditure dollars

Funding Gap Analysis
Financing Need
Estimated State Funding Match*

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Total
2015-2019
(YOE dollars)

$129.9

$112.2

$80.3

$76.2

$64.8

$463.3

$90.9

$78.5

$56.2

$53.3

$45.3

$324.3

*Pennsylvania State funding is competitive and match is not guaranteed.
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5.6.2.5 LONG-TERM FREIGHT RAIL CAPITAL PROJECT FINANCING PLAN (2020-2040)
PennDOT recognizes that a strong system comprised of large and small railroads is crucial to meeting the
statewide transportation needs in a balanced way. The total known estimated costs to fully implement the
20-Year capital plan from 2020 to 2040 is $1.50 billion (in 2015 dollars). Assuming PennDOT’s existing
dedicated freight rail funding sources remain intact and at recent historical levels, approximately $1.46
billion in total dedicated freight rail funding (ranging from $54 million in 2020 to $95 million in 2040) over
the long-term period of this plan is anticipated to be available to leverage private investments or serve as
matching funds for federal grants and loans.
Federal programs such as TIGER grants and the currently unfunded Rail Line Relocation and Improvement
Program could be used to partially meet the funding gap. Successfully pursuing local public and private
matches to secure the largest federal match possible should be an objective for each proposed freight rail
project. Industry-wide trends such as further consolidation among the freight rail operators might accelerate,
increasing capital and operations and maintenance (O&M) efficiencies. A more recent trend in the railroad
industry is for Class II and Class III railroads to partner with Class I railroads to make capital improvements.
In exchange, the Class I railroad operator receives improved access to Regional Rail lines. Most of the
situations in which this happens are when short lines own a strategic asset. In Pennsylvania, this can be a
viable solution to bridge some of the funding gap in cases where Class I’s competitive position and access
to freight generators can be enhanced through joint use of their strategic infrastructure. When both freight
operator parties become more competitive, it can result in more efficient and sustained operations and more
predictable cash flows and funding streams.
As is the case with the Short-Term Freight Rail Capital Financing Plan, there are 21 identified freight
projects for which cost estimates are not yet determined by the freight rail operators or could not be obtained
for the long-term portion of the RSIP. Those projects were not included in financing plan estimates, so the
actual costs of long-term freight rail projects is likely higher. Details for all of the long-term freight rail
capital plan projects are included in Appendix J.
5.6.3 Freight Rail Public and Private Economic Benefits
A competitive, economically-viable freight rail system that moves goods efficiently to businesses and
residents in Pennsylvania benefits and improves the overall business climate and quality of life for residents
and visitors in the state. Implementation of the freight rail element of the RSIP will result in rail and
highway safety enhancements, increased freight cargo throughput capacity, rail and highway congestion
relief, and economic development and environmental benefits.
Freight benefits are calculated based on total network ton-miles for all freight flowing in and through
Pennsylvania. Calculated at 372 billion ton-miles in 2015, this represents approximately 10 percent of
national freight movement. Existing freight rail networks and customer service facilities in Pennsylvania
are expected to contribute billions of dollars in total estimated economic impacts to Pennsylvania between
now and 2040, reflecting operating cost savings to shippers (rail vs. truck), pavement maintenance costs (i.e.
wear and tear on roads), collision reduction (increased safety), and pollutant emissions reductions. Expected
state level benefits associated with the 5-Year freight rail RSIP are described in more detail in Section 5.4.
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Greater Erie Industrial Development Corporation railyard
Source: PennDOT

5.7 Rail Studies and Reports
As discussed in the previous sections, many projects have already been planned, scheduled, and funded
within the short-term, five-year timeframe. Additional projects have been identified but lack dedicated
funding and are on the long-term plan for 2020 to 2040. Further, conceptual projects remain under study and
have not yet advanced to the phase of planning and design with certainty. This latter series of improvements
are classified as “vision” projects because they represent a long-term vision that many planners, operators,
elected officials, business owners, and residents of Pennsylvania would like to see realized for passenger
and freight rail services.
Vision projects are primarily expansion and system enhancement projects meant to increase the geographic
reach of passenger and freight rail transportation or improve operations and efficiency so much that rail
transport can compete more effectively with cars, trucks, and air travel.
Many of these projects are advanced only to the conceptual stage, enjoying the strong interest and support
of influential champions, but not having yet been the subject of detailed studies or planning. Other projects
have advanced into a study phase that will extend beyond the publication date of the SRP. Still others
have already been studied to the point where capital and operating cost estimates have been calculated and
ridership forecasts completed, but without final recommendations having been funded and placed on a TIP
or Long Range Transportation Program.
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East Penn Railroad
Source: PennDOT

In all of these cases, the proposed projects demonstrate serious commitments to expanding the reach and
improving the efficiency and effectiveness of Pennsylvania’s passenger and freight rail systems, without
having successfully proceeded to the development of a funding and financing plan that permits scheduling
on the short-term or long-term rail projects lists.
5.7.1 Passenger Rail Vision Projects
At present, there are six passenger rail projects under study with study completion dates beyond the
publication of this SRP (see Table 5-20). One example is the major inter-state NEC FUTURE study led by
FRA. Its purpose is to define, assess, and prioritize future investments in passenger rail service in Amtrak’s
NEC between Washington DC and Boston, Massachusetts. Alternatives from no-build to a multi-billion
dollar investment in a new high speed rail system are being considered along this corridor. Additionally,
there are five ongoing studies in the Greater Philadelphia region, two that would add multimodal
connections in Philadelphia and Delaware Counties to SEPTA’s rail system and three that would provide
significant enhancements to SEPTA and Amtrak rail station facilities.
The state’s rail vision also includes projects that have been studied in past years, but which have not
advanced to the point of being funded and scheduled in MPO Transportation Improvement Programs or
Long Range Transportation Plans. Each of the projects listed in Table 5-21 already has the support of some
transportation planners, advocacy groups, railroads, and elected officials, but will require additional study
and investments in the coming years if they are to move from concepts to viable, funded projects.
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Table 5-20: Ongoing Passenger Rail Studies and Plans in Pennsylvania

Agency

Description

Projected Study
Completion

Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA)

This study will complete a Tier I EIS analysis of
three alternatives for Amtrak’s NEC which would
either 1) maintain and improve existing NEC
service, 2) increase rail’s role in the corridor,
or 3) transform the NEC with a high speed rail
system to dramatically cut travel times between
major destinations.

2016

Quakertown Rail
Restoration –
Alternatives Analysis

DVRPC, Montgomery
and Bucks
County Planning
Commissions, TMA
of Bucks County,
SEPTA

Noted as an ongoing study in DVRPC’s Fiscal
Year 2016 Planning Work Program as one of
“Other Major Planning Projects in the DVRPC
Region.” Sponsored by TMA Bucks (a local
Transportation Management Association). Builds
on previous Quakertown Rail study.

TBD

30th Street Station
District Plan

Amtrak, Brandywine
Realty Trust, Drexel
University, PennDOT,
SEPTA

Plan to create a single, integrated vision for
30th Street Station and the surrounding area
in Philadelphia. The master planning process
involves three main elements of analysis:
transportation, the station and associated
facilities, and commercial opportunities.

DVRPC

A project to assess passenger rail options for
the Delaware Avenue corridor in Philadelphia,
with a focus on extending existing/modernized
SEPTA trolley service southward from Girard
Avenue/Frankford Avenue and the possibility of
sharing existing freight tracks through a temporal
separation arrangement similar to NJ Transit’s
River Line service.

TBD

DVRPC

Development of a concept plan for a redesigned
and expanded Ivy Ridge Station in Philadelphia,
including structured parking, integrated bus,
auto, and bike/ped access, and support for
station-area or station-integrated development.

TBD

DVRPC

Study to evaluate and develop near- and longterm strategies to improve connectivity between
the Radnor Regional Rail station and the Radnor
Norristown High Speed Line (NHSL) station.

TBD

Study
Amtrak’s NEC

NEC FUTURE: A Rail
Investment Plan for
the NEC

Greater Philadelphia Region Commuter Rail

Delaware Avenue
Waterfront Trolley
Feasibility Study

Ivy Ridge Station
Intermodal Study

Radnor Station
Connectivity Study

Spring 2016

This list of 17 projects includes three in the Greater Philadelphia region, six in the Pittsburgh Metropolitan
Region, three in the Keystone Corridor, two in Amtrak’s Capitol Limited Corridor, two that would link
Pennsylvania cities to New York City via extensions to NJ Transit’s commuter rail network, and a project
to create a Harrisburg commuter rail system. The majority of these projects—14 of 17—would extend or
upgrade rail service; of the remaining three, two would establish new Amtrak stations and the last would
improve Pittsburgh’s existing train station, directly connecting it to other transit stations in the city’s
downtown. The geographic distribution of passenger rail improvements categorized as vision projects is
shown in Figure 5-7.
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Table 5-21: Completed Passenger Rail Studies and Plans with Currently Unfunded Projects in Pennsylvania

Study

Norristown Line
Service Extension
Study

Elwyn Line
Extension from
Wawa to West
Chester

Description

Estimated
Capital Costs
(in 2015 dollars)
and Ridership

DVRPC,
Montgomery
County Planning
Commission
(MCPC)

Study of an extension of the SEPTA Norristown
Regional Rail line along a Norfolk Southernowned freight line to Pottstown and Reading,
PA. Three alternatives were recommended for
consideration. (Source: DMJM Harris for DVRPC
and Montgomery County Planning Commission,
2009, R6 Norristown Line Service Extension
Study Final Report)

$29.7 to $290.7
million; 292,500 to
1.4 million riders/
year

Chester County,
DVRPC, SEPTA

Conceptual proposal to restore former passenger
rail service along the corridor by extending
service past the future Wawa Terminal (already
under construction) to downtown West Chester,
with service to Westtown, Cheyney, Locksley,
and Glen Mills. (Source: DVRPC, 2011, Wawa to
West Chester Regional Rail Extension Ridership
Forecast)

Costs not
evaluated; 1,910
riders/day

Agency

LansdaleQuakertown Corridor DVRPC
Alternatives Analysis

Proposal to restore Regional Rail service between
Lansdale and Quakertown, with three alternative
3,700 to 6,700
build alternatives. (Source: DVRPC, 2011, Draft
riders/day
Lansdale-Quakertown Corridor Alternatives
Analysis)

Allegheny
County, SPC,
Westmoreland
County Transit
Authority (WCTA)

Rebuild existing AVR freight line to accommodate
new commuter service from Arnold to Pittsburgh,
with potential service to the downtown Pittsburgh
Amtrak station via the Norfolk Southern main line.
(Source: HDR on behalf of Westmoreland County
Transit Authority, 2009, Allegheny Valley Railroad
and Norfolk Southern Commuter Rail Interim
Study)

$142.2 million;
2,700 riders/day

Allegheny County,
SPC, WCTA

Commuter service between Greensburg and
the Pittsburgh Amtrak station would be provided
via the existing Norfolk Southern (NS) Main
Line, one of the most heavily used freight lines
in Pennsylvania. (Source: HDR on behalf of
Westmoreland County Transit Authority, 2009,
Allegheny Valley Railroad and Norfolk Southern
Commuter Rail Interim Study)

$87.9 million
1,500 riders/
weekday

Pittsburgh Rail
Connection,
Lawrenceville to
Hazelwood

City of Pittsburgh
Department of City
Planning

A 4.2 mile rail shuttle within Pittsburgh along an
active freight line owned by CSX and leased
by Allegheny Valley Railroad. (Source: WR&A
and Pittsburgh City Planning, 2010, Pittsburgh
Rail Connection: Connecting Hazelwood to
Lawrenceville)

$81 million; 3,434
riders/weekday

PittsburghMorgantown
Commuter Rail

West Virginia
Department of
Transportation
State Rail Authority

Conceptual proposal included in the West Virginia
State Rail Plan for a commuter rail service along
an existing CSX freight line from Pittsburgh to
Morgantown, WV. (Source: 2013, West Virginia
State Rail Plan Commuter Rail Feasibility
Assessment)

Estimated
capital costs and
ridership not
evaluated.

Allegheny Valley
Railroad (AVR)
Commuter Rail

GreensburgPittsburgh
Commuter Rail
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Table 5-21: Completed Passenger Rail Studies and Plans with Currently Unfunded Projects in Pennsylvania, cont.

Study

Agency

Estimated
Capital Costs
(in 2015 dollars)
and Ridership

Description

City of Pittsburgh,
Southwestern
Pennsylvania
Commission (SPC)

Identified as “Potential Facility” for construction
to create a multimodal hub connecting transit
stations in downtown Pittsburgh. (Source: SPC,
2011, 2040 Transportation and Development
Plan for Southwestern Pennsylvania)

$5 million;
ridership not
evaluated.

Butler Transit
Authority

Identified as “Illustrative Major Transit Proposal”
to build a commuter rail system from Butler
County to the North Shore area of Pittsburgh.
(Source: SPC, 2011, 2040 Transportation
and Development Plan for Southwestern
Pennsylvania)

Estimated
capital costs and
ridership not
evaluated.

PennDOT

Examination of options for improving train service
between Pittsburgh and Harrisburg, including
regular station stops at Lewistown, Huntingdon,
Altoona, Johnstown, and Greensburg, and
Lewistown and flag stops at Tyrone and Latrobe.
(Source: 2014, Keystone West High Speed
Rail Study) [See Chapter 2 for additional
information]

$1.5 to $13.1
billion; 88,945
additional riders/
year in 2035

DVRPC, Chester
County Planning
Commission

Extend SEPTA service along the existing Amtrak
Keystone Corridor to two existing Amtrak stations
in Parkesburg and Coatesville and a new station
at Atglen. (Source: 2012, Atglen Station Concept
Plan)

$55.9 million;
Annual operating
cost $1-2
million;1,415
riders/day in
2020

Paradise Township
Lancaster County
Station Proposal

Build a new train station along the Keystone
Corridor in Paradise Township. The new station
would allow passengers to transfer from Amtrak
service to the Strasburg Railroad, which offers
tourist train service in this predominantly rural
area of Lancaster County. (Source: 2006
proposal by local and state agencies)

Estimated
$5 million;
additional riders
not estimated

Rockwood PA
Amtrak Station
Proposal

Somerset County

Assessment of feasibility of, and issues
associated with, the creation of a new stop in
Rockwood, Pennsylvania for Amtrak’s Capitol
Limited service, which travels along CSX
Transportation’s Baltimore to-Chicago line.
(Source: Michael Baker Jr., Inc. for Somerset
County, PA, 2012, Rockwood AMTRAK Train
Station Feasibility Study)

$1.7 million;
2,540 riders/
year

Amtrak

Improvements to Amtrak’s Capitol Limited
train, including construction of new switching
$5 million;
equipment in Pittsburgh to permit through service
20,400 additional
along route of the train. (Source: Amtrak, 2010,
riders/year
PRIIA Capitol Limited Performance Improvement
Plan)

Pittsburgh Grand
Central Multimodal
Transportation
Hub
Butler County to
Pittsburgh North
Shore Commuter
Rail

Keystone West
High Speed Rail
Study

Paoli-Thorndale
Line Extension to
Atglen

Capitol Limited
through service to
New York
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Table 5-21: Completed Passenger Rail Studies and Plans with Currently Unfunded Projects in Pennsylvania, cont.

Description

Estimated
Capital Costs
(in 2015 dollars)
and Ridership

New Jersey
Transit (NJT)

Proposal to restore commuter rail service between Scranton,
Pennsylvania and New York, NY. (Source: NJ Transit, 2006,
New Jersey – Pennsylvania Lackawanna Cut-Off Passenger
Rail Service Restoration Project: Environmental Assessment)
[NJ Transit has authorized construction of a 7-mile section of
the line to Andover, NJ]

$650 million;
3,200 project
boardings /
average weekday
in 2030 (Excluding
Andover, NJ)

Raritan Valley
Commuter Rail
Extension to
Allentown (Lehigh
Valley)*

Northampton
County

Extension of NJ Transit Raritan Valley Line for 17 miles
from existing terminal in High Bridge, NJ to Allentown via
an existing freight line. Proposed stations include Easton,
Bethlehem, and Allentown. (Source: SYSTRA Consulting, Inc.
for County of Northampton PA, 2010, Central New Jersey/
Raritan Valley Transit Study – Pennsylvania Component Final
Report)

$718.7 million;
$3.6 million in
annual operating
costs 1,600 / day
in 2030

Harrisburg
Commuter Rail
System

Tri-County
Regional
Planning
Commission
(TCRPC)

Proposal to create a commuter rail system in the greater
Harrisburg area to supplement existing Amtrak Keystone
service. (Source: Harrisburg Area Transportation Study, 2014,
2040 HATS Regional Transportation Plan)

$650 million;
potential ridership
not yet modeled

Study
Commuter Rail
Service from
Scranton to
New York via
Lackawanna CutOff

Agency

* PennDOT – Bureau of Public Transportation is preparing to further study this potential project in partnership with the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission.

Figure 5-7: Passenger Rail Vision Projects in Pennsylvania
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5.7.2 Freight Rail Vision Projects
Given the ever-changing business, economic, and shipping environment within the freight rail industry,
there are fewer projects identified for the very long-term and included in the RSIP. The vision freight
rail projects included in this SRP focus on improvements such as double stack clearance, upgrading
infrastructure to be 286k compliant and expanding track capacity by constructing second main and
dedicated freight tracks. These projects are also included in the long-term RSIP, but are included in the
vision freight rail section to highlight their potential to contribute to the overall state’s strategy to reach its
vision for freight rail. Table 5-22 identifies seven Class I, one Class II, and three Class III/short line vision
freight projects. The geographic distribution of freight rail improvements categorized as vision projects is
shown in Figure 5-8 and a full list of all SRP Vision projects is found in Appendix K.
Table 5-22: Freight Rail Vision Projects

Railroad / Corridor

Estimated Capital
Costs
(in
millions;
2015 dollars)

Project Description

Class I Projects
CSX/I-95 - Southeast

Add second main track from Newtown Junction to CP Wood on CSX
Trenton line (Source: DVRPC Long-Range Vision for Freight)

$102.9

CSX/I-95 - Southeast

Add second main track from CP Belmont to CP Arsenal on CSX
High line / CSX Trenton line (Source: DVRPC Long-Range Vision for
Freight)

$202.2

CSX/I-95 - Southeast

Add second main track from Delaware State Line to CSX Trenton Line
on CSX Philadelphia Subdivision (Source: DVRPC Long-Range Vision
for Freight)

CSX/I-95 - Southeast

Add dedicated freight track from Wilmington to Philadelphia (Source:
DVRPC Long-Range Vision for Freight)

$582.6

CSX/NS/I-95-Southeast/
NS Crescent

Keystone Industrial Port Complex (Morrisville Yard) rail improvements
(Source: DVRPC Long-Range Vision for Freight)

$32.0

NS Main Line

Eliminate 14 overhead bridges and other obstructions in Pittsburgh
that prevent double stack trains from taking a direct, high speed route
through the city. This would improve schedules by two to three hours.
(Source: Southwest Pennsylvania Commission MPO)

$80.0

CSX

Acquisition and maintenance of existing CSX main line railroad
from the Allegheny and Beaver County lines. This rail line has been
earmarked for abandonment by the CSX railroad, which could require
two existing manufacturing businesses to relocate. (Source: SPC 2040
Plan)

TBD

Reactivate unused freight rail line between DuBois and Curwensville
to connect to existing RJ Corman and Buffalo & Pittsburgh Railroads
along the old C&M Junction Railroad in Clearfield County. Re-build 20
miles of railroad and retrofit bridge carrying Short Cut Road to allow
for continuous train movements. Establish Regional Rail Authority
to manage re-established connection. (Source: The North Central
Regional Planning and Development Commission)

$30.0

$40.0

Class II Projects

Buffalo & Pittsburgh
Railroad (BPRR)
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Table 5-22: Freight Rail Vision Projects, cont.

Railroad / Corridor

Project Description

Estimated
Capital Costs
(in millions;
2015 dollars)

Class III/Short line Projects
Pennsylvania
Northeastern Railroad
(PN)

Bethlehem Branch Improvements: Dedicated Freight and Passenger
Lanes for a portion of the Line, ideally between Lansdale and
Hatfield. (Source: PN)

TBD

TBD

PN

Bethlehem Branch Improvements: Feasibility of current Lansdale
freight yard arrangement and location (rearranged following the 1981
termination of passenger service). (Source: PN)

Various

Renovation of short line rail system to connect industrial sites to
Class I carriers. (Source: SPC 2040 Plan)

TBD

Figure 5-8: Freight Rail Vision Projects in Pennsylvania
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Bridge on the Luzerne and Susquehanna Railway
Source: PennDOT

5.7.3 Funding Passenger and Freight Rail Vision Projects
These lists of vision projects consist of unfunded proposals which will require substantial new financial
resources to advance towards construction. Federal and state funding has traditionally been instrumental
to the funding of new passenger rail facilities and state funding has been important for Class III / short line
freight rail projects. While state funding has increased and become more predictable with the passage of Act
89, it is expected that a funding gap will leave some projects with uncertain prospects.
In addition, the lack of long-term federal funding legislation—both MAP-21 and PRIIA reauthorizations
are uncertain at this time—makes it difficult to forecast the level of federal funding that will be available for
new projects. TIGER grants, New Starts and Small Starts federal funding, as well as MAP-21 programs that
can be allocated to passenger rail projects (such as CMAQ funding) are all extremely competitive. Sponsors
of freight and passenger rail vision projects will need to compete against other rail systems across the
country for this limited amount of funding.
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Amtrak passenger arriving at the Harrisburg Station on the Keystone Corridor
Source: PennDOT

For passenger rail, the New Starts and Small Starts evaluation process is especially rigorous, and projects
must compete on project justification criteria including mobility improvements, environmental benefits,
congestion relief, cost-effectiveness, economic development and land use, as well as the local financial
commitment of the sponsoring transit agency. While champions of TIGER and New Starts applications in
Pennsylvania have been successful in the past, funding is based on a competitive application process and not
guaranteed.
For proposed new passenger rail service, an additional critical concern is how to fund annually recurring
operating costs such as power and railroad operations staff salaries. There is currently no operating funding
allocated for any new passenger rail service in Pennsylvania. Every passenger rail service (with the notable
exception of Amtrak’s NEC service) requires an annual operating subsidy to make up the difference between
farebox revenue and operating costs.
Unlike capital costs, operating costs cannot be bonded and are generally ineligible for long-term federal
funding. Potential new revenue sources that could be explored for these costs include new taxes and user
fees, such as special use districts or private donations. New railroad service that demonstrates the ability
to significantly improve air quality within areas with high levels of air pollution may qualify for federal
CMAQ funding to help pay for operating costs for the first three to five years of operations, but grants for
this funding source are highly competitive and a long-term revenue stream for operations costs would still
be required.
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Kiski Junction Railroad
Source: PennDOT

5.8 Passenger and Freight Rail Capital Program
Over 88 percent of the identified $3.9 billion (adjusted YOE dollars) in total passenger and freight rail capital
needs during the short-term period of the RSIP are to finance capital spending for passenger rail. Passenger
rail projects listed in this program are generally focused on improving existing service rather than expanding
service, and are therefore expected to have minimal requirements for new operating subsidies.
Freight rail needs will be largely financed by private rail operators, but the existence of Act 89 and the Capital
Budget will allow the railroads to leverage their capital spending with state funding. Projects listed in the
20-Year program and vision projects might be advanced to a shorter time frame depending on availability of
project financing. Table 5-23 summarizes short-term capital needs and the estimated state funding share need
for the RSIP passenger and freight rail elements.
Over 56 percent of the identified $3.4 billion (2015 dollars) in total passenger and freight rail capital needs
during the long-term period of the RSIP are to finance capital spending for SEPTA’s Regional Rail system.
Amtrak projects are not included in the long-term list of projects as they are currently being prepared by the
NEC FUTURE study, to be completed after the SRP is published. Similar to short-term freight rail needs,
long-term freight rail needs are assumed to be largely financed by private rail operators but their overall focus
by total estimated capital cost will shift to meet future capital needs of Class I carriers as illustrated in Table
5-24.
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Table 5-23: Summary of Short-Term Passenger Rail and Freight Rail Needs, 2015 to 2019 in millions of Year of Expenditure
dollars

Project Type

Number
of
Projects

2015
YOE

2016
YOE

2017
YOE

2018
YOE

2019
YOE

Total
Estimated
Cost YOE

Estimated
State
Match*

Estimated
State
Match *
Percent of
Total

Passenger
SEPTA Regional Rail

56

$373.5

$309.7

$319.0

$328.5

$338.4

$1,669.1

$1,143.6

68.5%

Amtrak Keystone

51

$78.5

$80.9

$83.3

$85.8

$233.3

$561.8

$15.6

2.8%

Amtrak NEC

85

$233.9

$240.9

$248.2

$255.6

$263.3

$1,241.9

$1.7

0.1%

192

$685.9

$631.5

$650.4

$670.0

$835.0

$3,472.8

$1,160.9

33.4%

Class I

25

$49.3

$43.3

$32.2

$33.2

$32.4

$190.5

$133.4

70.0%

Class II

12

$3.3

$3.4

$3.5

$3.6

$3.7

$17.3

$12.1

70.0%

Class III /
Short Lines

188

$77.3

$65.5

$44.5

$39.4

$28.6

$255.4

$178.8

70.0%

Total Freight
Projects

225

$129.9

$112.2

$80.3

$76.2

$64.8

$463.3

$324.3

70.0%

Total Passenger &
Freight Projects

417

$815.8

$743.7

$730.7

$746.2

$899.8

$3,936.1

$1,485.2

37.7%

Total Passenger
Projects
Freight^

Notes: Original costs from Amtrak and SEPTA Capital Plans, freight rail operators, and stakeholders.
Due to the interstate nature of Amtrak NEC, many NEC projects include division-wide work beyond Pennsylvania.
*Pennsylvania State funding is competitive and match is not guaranteed.
^ Due to overlap in implementation timeframe, 13 short-term projects are also included as long-term.

Table 5-24: Summary of Long-Term Passenger Rail and Freight Rail Needs, 2020 to 2040 in millions of 2015 dollars

Project Type

Number of Projects

Total Estimated
Cost

Passenger
SEPTA

38

$1,940.1

Class I

32

$1,408.5

Class II

1

$30.0

43

$75.2

76

$1,513.7

114

$3,453.8

Freight*

Class III / Short Lines
Total Freight Projects
Total Passenger & Freight Projects

Notes: Original costs from SEPTA Capital Plan, freight rail operators, and stakeholders.
* Due to overlap in implementation timeframe, 13 short-term projects are also included as long-term.
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